Examining the ribonuclease H primer grip of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase by charge neutralization of RNA/DNA hybrids
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ABSTRACT

The crystal structure of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) reverse transcriptase (RT) bound to an RNA/DNA hybrid reveals an extensive network of contacts with the phosphate backbone of the DNA strand ~4–9 bp downstream from the ribonuclease H (RNase H) catalytic center. Collectively designated as ‘the RNase H primer grip’, this motif contains a phosphate binding pocket analogous to the human and Bacillus halodurans RNases H. The notion that the RNase H primer grip mediates the trajectory of RNA/DNA hybrids accessing the RNase H active site suggests that locally neutralizing the phosphate backbone may be exploited to manipulate nucleic acid flexibility. To examine this, we introduced single and tandem methylphosphonate substitutions through the region of the DNA primer contacted by the RNase H primer grip and into the RNase H catalytic center. The ability of mutant hybrids to support RNase H and DNA polymerase activity was thereafter examined. In addition, site-specific chemical footprinting was used to evaluate movement of the DNA polymerase and RNase H domains. We show here that minor alteration to the RNase H primer can have a dramatic effect on enzyme positioning, and discuss these findings in light of recent crystallography of human RNase H containing an RNA/DNA hybrid.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of p66/p51 human immunodeficiency virus type 1 reverse transcriptase (HIV-1 RT) with its duplex and hybrid nucleic acid substrates is mediated by an extensive network of contacts between protein subdomains and primarily the sugar–phosphate backbone of the latter (1–5). With respect to the DNA polymerase catalytic center, the β12–β13 hairpin of the thumb subdomain is designated the ‘primer grip’, while α-helix H and α-helix I of the same subdomain contact the backbone of the primer and template strands, respectively (1,2,5). Additional contacts with the template strand are mediated by a ‘template grip’, comprising β-strand 4 and α-helix B of the p66 fingers subdomain and the β8–αE connecting loop and β-strand 5a of the palm. Detailed biochemical studies have demonstrated the importance of these protein/nucleic acid contacts in substrate binding, catalysis and translocation (6–12).

A second network of contacts, involving the sugar–phosphate backbone of the primer is located 4–9 bp from the ribonuclease H (RNase H) catalytic center. This region comprises p51 connection residues Lys395 and Glu396, p66 connection residues Gly359, Ala360, His361 and p66 RNase H domain residues Thr473, Gln475, Lys476, Tyr501 and Ile505 (Figure 1A). Based on the crystal structure of HIV-1 RT containing an RNA/DNA hybrid, Sarafianos et al. (5) designated this motif the RNase H primer grip, proposing that by contacting the DNA primer, it imposed the appropriate trajectory of the RNA template strand accessing the catalytic center for optimal catalysis. Although the significance of the RNase H primer grip has been documented via biochemical evaluation of mutant enzymes (13) and analysis of viral replication kinetics (14), the manner whereby it contributes to nucleic acid trajectory remains to be established. One clue may come from the recent high resolution crystal structures of Bacillus halodurans and human RNasesH containing their RNA/DNA substrates. Nowotny and coworkers (15–17) have shown that the bacterial and human enzymes contain a phosphate binding pocket 2–3 bp from the active site, around which backbone distortion and minor groove narrowing was proposed as a means of anchoring the DNA strand. Only Thr473 and Gln475 of HIV-1 RT were analogous to their bacterial counterparts (Thr43 and Asn45, respectively), suggesting that the extended motif of the
retroviral enzyme may contribute to differential recognition of duplex DNA, duplex RNA and DNA/RNA hybrids, all of which are utilized by RT during the reverse transcription cycle.

In order to examine the extent to which phosphate backbone contacts contribute to RNase H primer grip function, we examined the hydrolysis patterns of RNA/DNA hybrids whose DNA contained single or tandem neutralizing methylphosphonate linkages corresponding to the region contacted by RT between the RNase H primer grip and RNase H catalytic center. An equivalent strategy has been used to study the interaction of T7 DNA polymerase (18,19), T7 endonuclease I (20) and topoisomerase IB with their nucleic acid substrates (21). A second consequence of charge neutralization is local bending of the duplex, which has been proposed to promote specific protein–DNA interactions (22–24). Based on the proposal of Sarafianos et al. (5), locally altering nucleic acid geometry might be predicted to affect positioning of the scissile phosphodiester bond in the RNase H catalytic center. Data of this communication indicate that single methylphosphonate substitutions as far as 7 bp from the RNase H active site have a profound affect on RNase H cleavage specificity, the severity of which increases with the extent of substitution. Interestingly, RNase H activity is rarely inhibited, but rather re-directed to another position of the hybrid. In addition, when substituted DNA duplexes are assessed for their ability to support DNA polymerase activity, our results indicate that neutralizing phosphates which interact with RNase H primer grip stall the polymerization complex.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design, synthesis and purification of oligodeoxyribonucleotides

A 30-nt DNA oligonucleotide (3’ GATCGATGAGCTAT ACCGTTATTCTGAGGT 5’) was designed with minimal secondary structure as determined by mFOLD (25). Bases in bold and underlined indicate the positions of single, double or triple substitutions of nucleoside analogs (Figure 1C). Phosphoramidites of methylphosphonates were purchased from Glen Research, Sterling, VA, USA.
Analog-substituted oligonucleotides were synthesized at 1-μmol scale on a PE Biosystems Expdite 8909 nucleic acid synthesizer by standard phosphoramidite chemistry. Stepwise coupling yields for incorporation of the analogs were >98% as determined by trityl cation monitoring. Deprotection and cleavage of oligonucleotides was carried out according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Oligonucleotides were purified by preparative polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and quantified spectrophotometrically (260 nm) assuming a molar extinction coefficient equal to the sum of the constituent deoxynucleotides. The complementary RNA oligonucleotide (5’ UCAUGCCCGUC UAGCUACUGC AUAUGGCC AUAAGC UCCA 3’) with 10-nt 5’ overhang was purchased from Dharmaco Research (Boulder, CO, USA) and deprotected according to manufacturer’s protocol. The sequence of the corresponding DNA oligonucleotide is 5’ TCATGCCCCGT AAGCTACTCGATATGGC AATAAGACTCCA 3’.

Purification of HIV-1 RT and RNase H assays

p66/p51 HIV-1 RT was purified according to Le Grice et al. (26). RNase H cleavage was evaluated as previously described (27). Briefly, substrates were generated by 5’-end labeling the 40-nt RNA template with γ-32P-ATP and annealing it to each of the methylphosphonate-substituted DNAs, as well as to an unsubstituted DNA. Hydrolysis was initiated by adding wild-type p66/p51 HIV-1 RT to DNA/RNA hybrids in 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 80 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT and 6 mM MgCl2, with enzyme and substrate concentrations of 10 nM and 50 nM, respectively, at 37°C. Reactions were terminated after 10 min by adding an equal volume of a formamide-based gel-loading buffer [95% (v/v) formamide containing 0.1% (w/v) bromophenol blue and xylene cyanol]. Hydrolysis products were fractionated by high voltage electrophoresis through 15% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels containing 7 M urea. The gels were dried and visualized by autoradiography and/or phosphor-imaging using Quantity One software (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

RNA- and DNA-dependent DNA polymerase activity

RNA- and DNA-dependent DNA synthesis was measured on a 40-mer RNA template (5’ UCAUGCCCGUC UAGCUACUGC AUAUGGCC AUAAGC UCCA 3’) and equivalent 40-nt DNA template, respectively. Substrates were generated by annealing either the RNA or DNA template to the methylphosphonate-substituted DNA primers. Polymerization was initiated by adding 10 nM enzyme to a mixture containing 50 nM template/primer, 200 μM dNTPs, with 50 μM [32P]-α-dCTP, 25 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.8), 80 mM NaCl, 6 mM DTT and 9 mM MgCl2, at 37°C and terminated after 5 min by adding an equal volume of a formamide-based gel-loading buffer. Polymerization products were fractionated by denaturing 15% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels containing 7 M urea in 89 mM Tris–borate, pH 8.3, 2 mM EDTA.

Site-directed hydroxyl radical cleavage

Site-specific footprints with Potassium peroxyxynitrite (KOONO) and Fe2+ were monitored on DNA duplexes whose template strand was 5’-end labeled. Hybridization of the template (2.7 pmol) with the complementary primers containing the methylphosphonate analogs (8.1 pmol) was conducted in a buffer containing 20 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 7 and 20 mM NaCl. The duplex was incubated with HIV-1 RT (16.2 pmol) in a buffer containing 120 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 7, 20 mM NaCl, 6 mM MgCl2. Prior to the treatment with KOONO or Fe2+, complexes were preincubated for 20 min and the treatment with Fe2+ and KOONO, respectively, was performed essentially as described (28,29).

RESULTS

Experimental design

Our experimental strategy is outlined schematically in Figure 1. The nucleic acid substrate was a 40-nt RNA/30-nt DNA hybrid whose DNA 3’-terminus was recessed to ensure its sequestration by the DNA polymerase domain. The position of methylphosphonate insertion is defined relative to the DNA primer 3′-terminus, i.e. position −10 represents the phosphodiester backbone between primer nucleotides −10 and −11. Backbone contacts with the RNase H primer grip extend from primer nucleotides −10 to −14 (Figure 1A and B), each of which was modified by introducing a single, dual or triple methylphosphonate linkage. In addition, backbone modifications were extended to include phosphates between positions −15 and −20 to investigate the effect of modifying nucleic acid geometry within the RNase H active site. In a similar manner to studies of Xu et al. (30) and Cannistraro et al. (18), methylphosphonate phosphoramidites were used as the mixture of Rp and Sp stereoisomers (Figure 1C). We cannot, therefore, exclude the possibility of one stereoisomer being selectively recognized by the enzyme.

Hydrolysis of the unmodified RNA/DNA hybrid favors −18 cleavage

For reference, the hydrolysis profile of the unmodified RNA/DNA hybrid is shown in Figure 2A. Throughout this time course, the major 28-nt hydrolysis product represents ‘polymerization-dependent’ cleavage at position −18, with a minor −19 product evident at later time points. In contrast to our previous work with RNA/DNA hybrids of alternative sequence, we observed minimal cleavage at position −12/−11, indicative of ‘polymerization-independent’ hydrolysis under single hit conditions (31). Although subsequent data of this communication show that polymerization-independent cleavage can be induced by analog substitution, the inability of HIV-1 RT to cleave at −11/−12 on the wild-type RNA/DNA hybrid may indicate deviation from the preferred nucleotide cleavage sequence postulated by Champoux and co-workers (32).

Single methylphosphonate substitutions of the RNase H primer grip

A surprisingly complex series of hydrolysis profiles were obtained with RNA/DNA hybrids containing single
methylphosphonate substitutions between primer phosphates −10 and −20 (Figure 2B). Since a non-specific breakdown product is present at position −20, we have excluded this from our analysis. Significant differences were evident for hybrids substituted between −11 and −17 (Figure 2B, lanes d–j, respectively), of which positions −11 to −14 represent backbone contacts with the RNase H primer grip (5). The hydrolysis profiles of hybrids bearing backbone modification at positions −11 to −14 involve polymerization-dependent RNase H cleavage around position −18 (we define polymerization-dependent cleavage as RNase H activity that results from the primer 3′-OH being located at the DNA polymerase active site), these substitutions do not affect polymerization-independent RNase H function (Figure 2B, lanes d and e). In contrast, neutralizing primer phosphate −13, which is contacted by p66 residues His351, Tyr501 and Ile505, causes both relaxed cleavage around position −18 and establishes efficient polymerization-independent cleavage at positions −12 and −11 (Figure 2B, lane f). Rather than re-alignment of the RNA/DNA hybrid within the nucleic acid binding cleft, we believe this reflects physical re-location of RT to the latter mode of hydrolysis. Although primer phosphate −13 lies directly upstream of the polymerization-independent cleavage site, the profiles of lanes k–m indicate that once the modified substrate is located at or upstream of the catalytic center, correct cleavage is restored. Between positions −14 and −17, this two-phase hydrolysis pattern continues, ceasing abruptly with analog insertions between positions −18 and −20. While this ‘phosphate scanning’ strategy highlights the importance of the RNase H primer grip, a surprising observation is that the primer backbone opposite the scissile bond, in our case −18 (Figure 2B, lane k), can be neutralized without affecting cleavage efficiency or specificity.

### Triple methylphosphonate scanning—effects of a ‘neutral patch’

We next analyzed overlapping, triple methylphosphonate substitutions to examine the effects of scanning the RNase H primer grip and the RNase H catalytic center with a ‘neutral patch’. Figure 3 again reveals a complex set of hydrolysis profiles defining multiple RT binding sites. Substitution at positions −10/−11/−12 relaxes specificity,
inducing equally efficient cleavage at positions −18 and −19 (Figure 3, lane a). Beyond this, and until the neutral patch centers on primer nucleotide −16 (Figure 3, lane f), −19 cleavage is favored, while both sites are unfavorable when analog substitution centers over primer phosphate −17 (Figure 3, lane g). Finally, and as might be predicted from data of Figure 2B, −18 cleavage predominates when the triple substitution centers on either primer phosphate −18 or −19 (Figure 3, lanes h and i). Thus, with respect to cleavage defined by the −17 bp spatial separation of the DNA polymerase and RNase H active sites of HIV-1 RT (1,2,5), extensively neutralizing the phosphate backbone of the RNase H primer grip has the consequence of realigning the RNase H catalytic center over the −19 phosphodiester bond.

Similar to the observations of Figure 2B, analog substitutions centered on primer phosphates −14, −15, −16 and −17 result in efficient polymerization-independent hydrolysis at positions −11 and −12 (Figure 3, lanes d–g). As suggested earlier, we propose that extensive duplex bending towards the site of neutralization (22,24,33) distorts the RNA/DNA hybrid where it would normally contact the RNase H active site and as a consequence promotes enzyme binding further downstream in the polymerization-independent hydrolysis mode. When an enzyme adopts this binding mode, the modified portion of the hybrid is positioned upstream of the RNase H active site, where data of Figure 3, lanes h and i indicate that it is tolerated.

Lastly, while analog insertion might be predicted to affect the efficiency of polymerization-dependent and -independent RNase H activity, upstream cleavage as far as −27 (Figure 3, lanes g and h), and −24 (Figure 3, lanes e and f) was unexpected. Structures of HIV-1 RT containing nucleic acid (1,2,5) indicate a 45° bend in the duplex, centered ~7-bp upstream of the polymerase active site and ~10-bp from the RNase H catalytic center. We observe that a triple substitution centered over primer nucleotide −17 induces cleavage at position −27 (Figure 3, lane g), while a second, centered around position −15, induces cleavage at position −24 (Figure 3, lane e). Assuming that nucleic acid ‘bending’ in the vicinity of the polymerase active site aids correct enzyme positioning, the 9–10 bp spatial separation between the site of analog insertion and upstream cleavage suggests that the distortion induced by triple analog insertion may be recognized by the p66 thumb subdomain. This notion might also contribute to enhanced cleavage at position −21 induced by a triple analog substitution centered over template nucleotide −13 (Figure 3, lane b). While speculative, a precedent for such events has been established with RT from the *Saccaromyces cerevisiae* LTR retrotransposon Ty3, which can also be induced to cleave analog-modified RNA/DNA hybrids ~12-bp from the site of insertion (34,35).

**Temporal analysis of polymerization-dependent and -independent RNase H cleavages**

Previous studies demonstrated that polymerization-independent RNase H cleavage followed polymerization-dependent events (10). We therefore elected to determine whether analog substitution favoring polymerization-independent cleavage reflected: (i) acceleration of the former process or (ii) repositioning of RT to favor the latter. To address this, a time course was performed on substrate containing a −15/−16/−17 analog insertion, the results of which are presented in Figure 4. Throughout the entire analysis the polymerization-dependent (i.e. −18) cleavage product failed to accumulate, indicating that extensive charge neutralization affects hybrid structure in a manner that HIV-1 RT is ‘forced’ to occupy, and hydrolyze, its secondary binding site.

**Site-specific footprinting of methylphosphonate-substituted DNA duplexes**

To further investigate how charge neutralization affects positioning of the DNA polymerase and RNase H domains, we examined binding of RT to methylphosphonate-substituted DNA duplexes by site-specific chemical footprinting. KOONO provides a metal-free source of hydroxyl radicals generated during decomposition of the conjugate acid HOONO. Mediated through Cys280 of the p66 subunit, this approach induces cleavage of the template strand primarily at position −7/−8 (29). In contrast, replacing the catalytic Mg$^{2+}$ of the RNase H domain with Fe$^{2+}$ provides a metal-dependent source of...
from this product complex. The enzyme must translocate a single template position further downstream to clear the nucleotide binding site (N-site). This motion relative to the nucleic acid substrate brings the 3'-end of the primer to the priming or product site (P-site) (5). The latter configuration is referred to as the postranslational state and the former pretranslational state (29).

As shown previously (36), the pyrophosphate analog Foscarnet (PFA) captures the pretranslocation complex (Figure 5A, lane F). When equivalent complexes are analyzed via Fe²⁺-mediated cleavage, the −18 and −17 products represent enzyme in the pre- and postranslocation state, respectively (Figure 5B, lanes F and C). When a −13 or −13/−14 substitution (which collectively comprise the majority of primer grip contacts) is introduced, the DNA polymerase domain remains for the most part correctly positioned (Figure 5A, lanes 1 and 2), but increased −10 cleavage suggests that a fraction is relocated 2-bp upstream. This notion is supported when the two substituted duplexes are characterized by Fe²⁺ cleavage, where positions −19 and −20 are now accessible. The combined footprinting approaches on the −13 and −13/−14-substituted duplexes thus indicate that, while contacts to the DNA duplex at the DNA polymerase domain are preserved (Figure 1B), modifying the RNase H primer grip affects positioning of the RNase H catalytic center.

In contrast, a triple analog substitution centered over primer phosphate −14 dramatically alters positioning of both the DNA polymerase and RNase H domains. KOONO footprinting fails to detect enzyme in the pretranslocation (i.e. −8 cleavage) mode (Figure 5A, lane 3), and the major products of Fe²⁺ footprinting indicate cleavage at positions −20 and −12 (Figure 5B, lane 3). Combining these observations suggests RT has redistributed into a population that binds 2-bp upstream and 10-bp downstream of the region it would normally be predicted to occupy, i.e. the 3'-OH of the nucleic acid substrate is displaced from the polymerase active site.

**RNA- and DNA-dependent DNA synthesis using methylphosphonate-substituted DNA as primers**

Although the RNase H primer grip is implicated in directing template orientation at the RNase H active site, it was important to understand how its alteration affected DNA synthesis. Consequently, RNA/DNA hybrids and DNA duplexes containing dually- and triply substituted primers were assayed for their ability to support DNA- and RNA-dependent DNA synthesis. In these experiments, extension products were visualized by incorporating [³²P]-labeled dCTP as the first nucleotide. RNA-dependent DNA synthesis on modified RNA/DNA hybrids is presented in Figure 6. While double and triple methylphosphonate substitutions supported efficient DNA synthesis, we observed a prominent P + 5 product on hybrids containing a dual −10/−11 substitution (Figure 6A, lane a) and a triple −10/−11/−12 substitution (Figure 6B, lane a). Such stalling suggests that neutralizing the phosphate backbone in the vicinity of position −15 relative to an enzyme engaged in DNA synthesis may cause loss of hydratyl radicals (28) capable of cleaving the template of duplex DNA at position −18.

In Figure 5A, lane C, the −8 and −7 KOONO products represent cleavage of the unmodified substrate by HIV-1 RT positioned in the pre- and postranslocation mode, respectively. In a single cycle of nucleotide incorporation, pyrophosphate is generated following the formation of a new phosphodiester bond. Binding of the next complementary nucleotide requires the release of pyrophosphate
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**Figure 4.** Time-dependent RNase H activity of HIV-1 RT with the −15/−16/−17 triply substituted substrate. Sample time points are: 0 s (lane a); 30 s (lane b); 1 min (lane c); 2 min (lane d); 3 min (lane e); 4 min (lane f); 5 min (lane g); 6 min (lane h); 7 min (lane i); 8 min (lane j); 9 min (lane k) and 10 min (lane l).

![Figure 5](https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-abstract/36/20/6363/2902656/fig5)

**Figure 5.** Site-specific chemical footprinting of analog-substituted substrates using (A) KOONO and (B) Fe²⁺. Lane denominations are: lane F, PFA; lane C, wild-type substrate; lane 1, −13 substitution; lane 2, −13/−14 substitution; lane 3, −13/−14/−15 substitution. The notations ‘Pre’ and ‘Post’ refer to cleavage resulting from enzyme positioned in the pre- and postranslocation state, respectively.
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contact with the RNase H primer grip and transient pausing. A prediction of this notion would be that a binary complex where methylphosphonate substitutions were introduced around position $15$ would not initiate RNA-dependent DNA synthesis as efficiently. This prediction was borne out experimentally with hybrids containing dual $15/15$ and $15/16$ substitutions (Figure 6A, lanes e and f) and a triple $14/15/16$ substitution (Figure 6B, lane e).

A similar pattern emerged when DNA-dependent DNA synthesis on substituted duplexes was examined, although in this case $P+1$ and $P+2$ products were more pronounced with $13/14$ and $14/15$ substitutions (Figure 7A, lanes d and e). The severity of this effect increased with triple methylphosphonate substitution, evidenced by significant accumulation of the $P+1$ product on a $13/14/15$-substituted duplex (Figure 7B, lane d).

Since radiolabeled dCTP is incorporated as the first nucleotide of nascent DNA, the $13/14/15$ substitution induces pausing directly after RT initiates DNA synthesis, when the methylphosphonate substitutions occupy positions $14/15/16$. $P+1$ pausing was also evident when duplex DNA containing the $14/15/16$ substitution was examined, and accompanied by severely reduced full-length DNA synthesis (Figure 7B, lane e). This phenotype is partially restored with $16/17/18$-substituted DNA, i.e. a slight diminution of $P+1$ product and restoration of the full-length product. Assuming asymmetric backbone neutralization induces duplex bending, primer positions at which methylphosphonate substitution affects DNA synthesis implies that an irregular geometry of the duplex invokes a steric clash with structural elements of the RNase H active site that blocks further movement of the replication complex. Surprisingly, $P+1$ pausing was considerably less pronounced during RNA-dependent DNA synthesis (Figure 6), which may reflect greater processivity of HIV-1 RT on RNA templates (37,38).

Figure 6. RNA-dependent DNA polymerase activity of HIV-1 RT on dual-substituted RNA/DNA hybrids (A), Lane C, wild-type substrate; lane a, $10/11$; lane b, $11/12$; lane c, $12/13$; lane d, $13/14$; lane e, $14/15$; lane f, $15/16$; lane g, $16/17$; lane h, $17/18$; lane i, $18/19$ and lane j, $19/20$. (B), RNA-dependent DNA synthesis with triply-substituted RNA/DNA hybrids. Lane C, wild-type substrate; lane a, $10/11/12$; lane b, $11/12/13$; lane c, $12/13/14$; lane d, $13/14/15$; lane e, $14/15/16$; lane f, $15/16/17$; lane g, $16/17/18$; lane h, $17/18/19$ and lane i, $18/19/20$.

Figure 7. DNA-dependent DNA synthesis activity of HIV-1 RT on dually (A) and triply (B) substituted DNA duplexes. Lane notations are as in the Figure 6 legend.
DISCUSSION

Crystal structures of HIV-1 RT containing duplex DNA (1,2) and an RNA/DNA hybrid (5) indicate multiple contacts to the phosphate backbone in the vicinity of the RNase H catalytic center. While the contribution of these contacts (designated the RNase H primer grip) to RNase H function remains to be fully established, complexes of B. halodurans and human RNases H containing an RNA/DNA hybrid revealed a ‘phosphate binding pocket’, albeit involving fewer contacts, in the equivalent region (15–17,39). The latter finding has led to the proposal that backbone distortion and minor groove narrowing might serve to anchor the DNA strand at the scissile phosphate of the RNA accesses the catalytic site. The notion that the RNase H primer grip of HIV-1 RT functions in an analogous manner is therefore not unreasonable, and prompted us to examine the consequences of neutralizing the DNA primer backbone where it contacts the RNase H primer grip.

Introducing a single −11 phosphodiester modification, where the primer contacted by the p51 subunit, significantly alters RNase H cleavage specificity (Figure 2B, lane d). A general structural alteration resulting from backbone neutralization seems unlikely here, since a −10 substitution has little effect on RNase H activity, despite being likewise contacted by the small RT subunit (Figure 2B, lane c). A more extensive triple substitution, centered around primer phosphate −16, virtually eliminates polymerization-dependent −18 cleavage in favor of the polymerization-independent site at −11/−12 (Figure 4). Finally, modifying the RNase primer grip −14 bp from the DNA polymerase active site efficiently stalls RT after initiation of DNA synthesis. Collectively, our data indicates that modifying critical contacts between RT and the RNA/DNA hybrid near the RNase H domain and altering hybrid geometry by charge neutralization affect the position of the RNase H active site on a static enzyme as well as the location of the entire enzyme on the hybrid. Although re-positioning of RT is suggested by the hydrolysis profile of a −15/−16/−17 triply modified hybrid (Figure 4), this can be ‘overridden’ by including dNTPs, which favor enzyme binding in a polymerization-dependent manner. Moreover, the footprinting analysis shows that the RNase H primer grip also appears to affect translocation of HIV-1 RT highlighting the importance of this motif in RT function.
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